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Crafting, modelling, playing and learning

Tell me and I forget.

Show me and I remember.

Involve me and I understand.
Confucius, Chinese philosopher

This old saying of the Chinese philosopher, Confucius (551 – 479 B.C.), is more 
relevant today than ever before. Our children are growing up in an information age 
with all its accompanying advantages and disadvantages. In a world dominated 
by electronic media, computers and the Internet, kids are faced with a wealth 
of information that they need to sift through, process and understand. This is 
why there is a growing need for skills and tools that will help them to get their 
bearings.

Kids learn and understand more easily through practical tasks and exercises. 
Project-based crafting and designing allows plenty of space for independent 
thinking, and encourages teamwork and creativity. As of now our magazine is to 
be devoted to an exciting craft topic.

In our first project workshop we are focusing on the topic “Playtime”. Tucked 
away in each of the eight projects are some exciting tasks that can be implemented 

through play. The ideas for play will help you approach the tasks with your group 
of children and explain the rules that need to be followed. The objectives are to 
practise certain skills and have fun. For example, one project is about coordination 
and dexterity, whereas another concentrates mostly on the imagination and 
creativity.

You can carry out these individual projects with your children as an integrated 
topic as part of a project week or also as stand-alone craft activities. You can use 
the white boxes in the pictures to tick off projects already completed so that you 
know at a glance which project units are still to be completed

Also the modelling instructions and copy templates in this creative Magazine are in 
a practical A4 format so these can be  
easily copied and given out to the children. The step-by-step 
modelling instructions are very easy to follow so that 
children can deal with the tasks either on their own or 
in their groups.  

Have lots of fun colouring, crafting and playing! 

Your creative team

Project workshop
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Project 1
My plate of vegetables ……………… Page 3

Vegetables are the topic for this fun colouring and 
game activity and will encourage both creativity and 
knowledge about colours. In order to maintain an 
overview, you can tick off the areas already completed 
in the box provided!

Project 4
Movement play for outdoors …………… Page 7

The rocket game requires first of all imagination, then 
focuses on physical coordination and group interaction. 

Project 2
Picking carrots ……………………… Page 4 - 5

Modelling and play fun with bouncing bunnies. Fine 
motor skills are needed for the modelling. A basic 
understanding of rules is required for the game.

Project 5
Glove puppets ………………………… Page 8

A slightly more challenging craft activity with a  
role-play to follow. The outcome is glove puppets with 
the kids playing different roles.

Project 3
Movement play for indoors …………… Page 6

After a short craft and colouring activity it’s time for 
some music. Kids can improve their associative skills 
by being the sandman and creating a duck ballet. 

Project 6
Picture dominoes ……………………… Page 9

Make your own domino cards and colour them in. 
Precision is important here; good fine motor skills and 
a keen eye.

Project 7
Farm play world ……………………… Page 10

You can make a complete farm play world from FIMO 
kids. Creativity and the imagination are nurtured here, 
both in the crafting activity and while the children are 
playing together.

Project 8
Race up the castle tower ……………… Page 11

The children design their own game board and play 
with the figures and obstacle tokens they have made 
themselves to start their race to the top of the castle. 



Materials:
• Copies of the vegetable picture  
 templates for all kids taking part

• Fibre-tip pens

• Scissors

• Non-bendy, thick drinking straw

• A paper plate

Project 1

My plate of vegetables
Task
On the copy template there are eight different kinds of 
vegetables; broccoli, carrot, onion, tomato, capsicum, 
radish, lettuce and peas. Photocopy the template for 
every child in the group. Go through the different 
types of vegetables with the children. When they 
have identified all eight, each child can colour in 
their vegetables. Jumbo fibre-tip pens are very good 
for large areas of colouring in. When each child’s 
vegetables are nicely coloured in, they can cut them 
out.

Idea for play
Gather all the children together at a table. Each child 
gets a paper plate and a straw. In front of each child 
is their stack of eight vegetables. After you have given 
the signal to start, each child has to try to suck up the 
vegetables they have coloured in and deposit them 
on the plate. The winner is the first to have all eight 
vegetables on the plate.  

This is what is practised:
• Identification of vegetables and foods
• Colour knowledge
• Creativity
• Coordination and dexterity

jumbo fibre-tip pens
These robust jumbo fibre-tip pens are ideal for colouring in 

large areas. Kids’ little hands will cope well with  
colouring in the broccoli, capsicum etc.

Copy template
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Project 2

Picking carrots
Task
First of all, for the “Picking carrots” game each child 
needs a rabbit. This can be easily modelled from FIMO 
kids clay. So that all the bunnies feel comfortable 
on their starting pad, every child will model a green 
bush to decorate the board. Then as a group the 
children need to model 20 carrots. There are modelling 
instructions to help with this; you can copy these and 
hand them out to the children. After that the rabbits, 
carrots and bushes are to be oven-hardened at 110°C 
for 30 minutes in the oven. Now you just need to 
colour-copy the game board on page five and laminate 
it if possible, then the bunnies can start bouncing!

Idea for play
Each of the rabbits hops off from his coloured burrow 
to collect as many carrots as possible. Foxes, lightning 
strikes and snails make carrot picking more difficult. If 
a rabbit lands on a circle with a fox he has to go back 
three circles. A lightning strike means missing one 
turn.  A rabbit that lands on a snail is one carrot down 
and has to put it back on an empty carrot circle. After 
all the rabbits have arrived back in their burrows the 
carrots are counted. The fastest bunny gets as a bonus 
three carrots, the second fastest two and the third 
one. The winner is the rabbit with the most carrots.

This is what is practised:
• Fine motor skills
• Creativity
• Understanding the rules and keeping to them

Materials:
• Game board on page 5 – as a  
 colour copy or straight out of the 
 creative magazine

• FIMO kids set “basic” material pack

• Dice

Magenta

FIMO kids
colour pack
FIMO kids is especially soft and 
ideal for modelling cute little 
hopping bunnies, carrots and 
bushes.
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Copy template

Stretch up as far as you can Do knee bends Stretch one leg out behind youLean to one side

Flap your wings Waddle your bottom Hop up and down Waddle in time to the music

Task
Copy the playing cards enlarged to approx. 150%. 
The children colour the cut-out playing cards with 
bright colours. They then need to be glued to the 
sturdy craft card. 

Idea for play - “Duck ballet”
First of all for a duck ballet the ducklings need a 
mummy duck. You or one of the children can take 
on this role. All the other kids are ducks and waddle 
around the room in time to some suitable music. 
Mummy duck then all of a sudden holds up a random 
card. All the ducklings have to carry out the movement 
displayed on the card. As soon as mummy duck lowers 
the card the ducklings continue to waddle in time to 
the music until the next card appears. The duck ballet 
goes on until the music stops.

Idea for play - “Sandman”

All the children stand in a circle facing inwards. At 
the centre of the circle there’s a sandman’s pointed 
cap and six cards picture-side down. After going 

through the six illustrated movements with the kids, 
you designate one child to stand in the middle and 
shout out a counting rhyme (e.g. one-two-buckle my 
shoe). When the rhyme has ended, the child taps the 
child next to them. That child runs into the centre of 
the circle and puts on the pointed cap. As sandman he 
or she is allowed to turn up one of the six cards and 
shout out what is illustrated there (nightmare, dream 
fairy etc.). 

The kids in the circle carry out the action by for in- 
stance turning themselves into an animal of their choice 
or ringing like an alarm clock. When this action has 
finished the sandman goes round the circle and chooses 
a successor with the help of the counting rhyme, and 
that child will turn up another card. The game starts 
again as soon as the sandman card is revealed.  

This is what is practised:
• Association of images and carrying out an  
 appropriate action 
• Musicality and enjoying movement 
• Physical coordination

Materials:
• Copies of playing cards 

• Sturdy craft card 

• Coloured pencils 

• Scissors and glue 

• Sandman caps 

• Jolly music

Nightmare: all the children run away until the sandman has caught one of them.

Sleep walker: all the kids sleep walk. The sandman wakes them up by gently 
tapping them.

Deep sleep: all the kids fall into a deep sleep. As soon as the sandman strokes 
their hair they can open their eyes.

Dream fairy: all the kids play at being an animal of their choice until the sandman 
claps his hands.

Alarm clock: the kids all ring loudly! The sandman has to turn off the alarm clock 
by tapping each child gently on the nose.

Sandman: the sandman is allowed to choose a new sandman.

Sleepwalker Deep sleep Dream fairy

Alarm clockSandman

Nightmare

Project 3

Movement play for indoors
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Project 4

Movement play for outdoors

Materials:
• Cardboard box 

• Scissors or cutter - (Grown-ups need to 
   help out here!) 

• Finger paints and brush

• Materials for gluing on: aluminium  
 foil, colourful craft card, foils, buttons,  
 craft wire, etc.  

• Obstacles for the course

* 

Task
Working in twos the children turn a cardboard box 
into a rocket. Each pair needs half a box. It doesn’t 
matter which half as top and bottom are almost 
identical. Using scissors they need to make the hole 
in the top or bottom half a bit bigger. To prevent it 
crashing, the rockets need to have handles on the 
two long sides – left and right. The kids can let their 
imagination run wild with their choice of decorations 
to stick on to the box and with the painting.

Idea for play
When the rockets are ready for take-off the teams 
can fly around outdoors. To this end you and the kids 
need to lay out two or more identical obstacle courses. 
The obstacles can be, for example, traffic cones that 

pilots need to slalom around objects that have to be 
negotiated. Depending on the space available two or 
more teams can compete one against the other. 
Only one team can use a course at one time. After the 
start signal the first pilots from their teams fly off as 
fast as possible along the predefined route to the end 
of the course. There they hand over the rocket to the 
second pilots from the teams who will do the return 
flight. The aim is to overcome the obstacles and get 
back to the starting point as quickly as possible.

This is what is practised:
• Creativity and resourcefulness 
• Handling different materials
• Teamwork in crafting the rockets and handling  
 the obstacle course 
• Motor skills 
• Coordination and dexterity

Obstacle course:
As you can see here, the 
obstacles can be spread 
around a play area. 
The other members of the 
team wait at the end of 
the course to do the return 
flight. 

Flying round  
traffic cones

Climbing over  
a chair

Flying from (paper)  
planet to planet

Handing over the 
rocket to a teammate 
and flying back
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Cutting out the entrance hole and handle

Painting the cardboard box with finger 
paints and/or gluing craft card to it.

Working out their own design elements 
such as wings, rocket head and exhaust 
and turning the colourful box into a great 
rocket with aluminium foil and other  
decorative materials.
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A ladybird, a May bug, a spider, a caterpillar and a 
butterfly all meet in the clearing of a wood. Each one of them 

wants to have the sun-lit glade with its luscious green blades of grass 
and glorious wild flowers all to themselves. 

“I was here first so first come, first served”, says the artful spider. 

“That’s what you think”, replies the butterfly. “Let’s have a race across the meadow. 
Whoever gets to the other side of the clearing first, it’s theirs.”

“No”, retorts the caterpillar. “Let’s just see who can make himself the smallest.” She then rolls 
herself up so that she can hardly be seen.

The May bug steps into the fray. “No way”, he says. “We’ll organise an eating contest. We’ll see 
who can eat the most leaves”.

The sly little ladybird does not like arguments. He spreads his wings, flutters around his four squabbling 
companions and says: “My wings are only a couple of millimetres wide but there’s still space for the 
seven dots. Surely the five of us can share this enormous clearing.”

All of a sudden they start to laugh because they had been so worked up they had not noticed 
how large the clearing was. 

Then the two bugs and the butterfly begin to flutter happily above the glade while the 
spider and the caterpillar scramble from one blade of grass to the next.

Project 5

Glove puppets
Task
Before the kids can get started on this fun craft activity 
you need an old discarded cloth glove for each child. 
Then, using FIMO air and following the illustrated 
instructions, everyone models little creepy-crawlies 
such as ladybirds, caterpillars and spiders. These are 
then painted and sewn on to the upper part of the 
glove with wool thread.  The glove puppet animals can 
be played with in many different ways. The children 
can enact the little story here of “A Bug’s Life”, think 
up their own stories or just improvise and get on with 
playing.

Materials:
• A black, elasticated fabric glove  
 for each child 

• FIMO air 

• Aluminium foil 

• Embroidery needles and black wool 

• Pipe cleaners in different colours 

Idea for play
Glove puppets are suitable for all kinds of role-play 
and contribute wonderfully to everyday life in the 
kindergarten. In this instance, the kids can craft the 
animals described in our little tale and use them to 
enact the story so each child is taking on the role of 
the animal they made themselves. 

This is what is practised:
• Creativity and imagination
• Handling new materials 
• Role-plays

FIMO air
Bugs, butterflies and other animals 
can be modelled using air-hardening 
modelling clay and they will retain 
their shape. 
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Project 6

Picture dominoes

Materials:
• Copies of the little domino  
 playing cards 

• Coloured pencils 

• Hobby scissors and glue stick 

• Craft card

Task
Make multiple copies of the domino-cards template so 
that there are enough sets for the children to play in 
a number of groups. The players themselves can take 
charge of creating them by sticking the domino cards 
sheets on to craft card to make them sturdier, and 
then colouring them. The final step will be to cut out 
the domino cards and the game can start. 

Rules of the game 
Divide the kids where possible into groups of four. 
Each group has its own set of cards. To start, all the 
cards must be placed picture-side down. If there are 
four players, each child takes six cards. 
The first player places a domino card on to the table. 
A roll of a dice can determine who goes first. Then 
players take turns to place a card. If a player does not 
have a card to place, they miss that turn. The winner is 
the first to use up all their cards.

This is what is practised:
• Careful colouring 
• Fine motor skills in cutting and sticking 
• Recognising shapes and figures

Fingermalfarbe
Blindtext über Produkt, Auflistung 
der Vorteile und Anwendungsbei-

spiel. Bindtext über Produkt.

Coloured pencils
Using break-resistant coloured pencils all 

the rabbits, tortoises and elephants on 
the domino cards will glow with colour.

Copy template
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Project 7

Farm play world
Task
The kids can either model animals from the FIMO kids 
set “Farm” using the instructions provided or they can 
create their own FIMO farm animals. The FIMO kids 
duck could serve as a source of inspiration. The back-
ground scene is printed on the inside of the box. The 
extended background scene needs colouring so that 
the children can create their own surroundings for the 
animals and maybe add a tree or two? 

Materials:
• FIMO kids “Farm” and basic colours 

• Coloured pencils or fibre-tip pens

• Copy of the background scene

Idea for play
There is plenty of action on a farm like this. It’s great 
to play at a day on the farm with these animals and 
the background scene. The children can slip into role-
playing the animals they have created themselves. 
What do animals do on a farm? Where is their food? 
Of course the pigs, sheep and cows talk about all 
sorts of things. What do they talk about amongst 
themselves? What do they really love doing? 

This is what is practised:
• Creativity and imagination 
• Handling new materials 
• Role-play

FIMO kids ”Farm”
Using the child-friendly step-by-step  
instructions and the modelling tool you can 
make fun farm animals for enthralling role-play.
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Form one large and one 
small ball from a block of 
FIMO kids yellow.

Create eyes with a  
toothpick and harden the 
figure as instructed.

Put the head on the body 
and likewise press it  
gently into place.

Create a duck form out of 
the large ball by pressing 
into it gently into shape.

Modelling instructions for FIMO kids duck:

Copy template

1 2 23 4 5

Roll out a small, orange 
coloured ball and form 
into a beak. Place it on 
the head and press down 
gently.



Project 8

Race up the castle tower

Materials:
• Copies of the game board 

• Coloured pencils or fibre-tip pens  
 for colouring the game board 

• FIMO kids blocks in different colours  
 if the kids are making the tokens and  
 obstacles themselves 

• Dice

Task
Divide the kids into groups of three for the “Race up 
the castle tower”. If that does not work out, the game 
can be played in twos. Hand each group or pair a copy 
of the game board. First, every player may model their 
own token. These need to match the size of the circles 
on the board. Also you need ten white obstacles for 
each game board which can also be modelled out of 
FIMO. Then the game board needs to be coloured in, 
making sure the gateways are the same colours as the 
three tokens – for example, red, yellow and blue.

Rules of the game
Each player places their token in the same-colour 
gateway at the bottom edge of the game board. The 
obstacles are placed on the grey circles. The youngest 
player rolls the dice first. You can only move forward 
if you can use all the steps  you roll. Opponent tokens 
can be jumped, or sent back to the gateway if exactly 
the right number of steps is thrown. Obstacles may 
be removed only if you land on one and with the 
exception of the lowest row, can be placed on any of 
the free circles. To win you need to throw the exact 
number to get you up to the last circle at the top of 
the tower.

This is what is practised:
• Fine motor skills for modelling
• Creativity in designing and painting
• Concentration while playing
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Roll out six balls from 
three different FIMO 
colours, three of approx. 
2 cm Ø and three of  
1 cm Ø.

Place each of the small 
balls on the large ones 
and press gently but 
firmly.

Form ten one-penny-size 
obstacle pieces out of 
FIMO white.

Allow the tokens and 
obstacles to harden 
according to the 
instructions on the box.

Modelling instructions for the tokens and obstacles:

Copy template

1 2 3 4



Create  
new worlds in play

The creative game for the whole family: with FIMO kids  
form&play artists both big and small can model new toys 
step-by-step and practise their fine motor skills in play. Young  
artists’ imaginations have virtually no bounds with STAEDTLER’s  
coloured pencils, fibre-tip pens, wax crayons and hobby scissors.
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